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Summary
The purpose of this work is to define the concept of functions of the state power constitutional mechanism through the study of doctrinal positions of function in various branches of social sciences.

Methodology for the functions’ study of the state power constitutional mechanism consists of the methods of cognition, discovered and developed by philosophy, history, sociology, theory of law and state, specialized legal sciences and approved by legal practice. Thus, the role of the historical method in the analysis of the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, in addition to explaining the nature of origin and development, is to ensure a systematic study of the evolution of this category. The semantic method was used to clarify the meaning of the term “function”, its scientific and practical meaning, the possibility of using it in constitutional law to refer to such legal categories as “constitutional mechanism of state power”. The comparative method was applied to reveal the general in such terms as “functions”, “goals” and “tasks”.

The results of the study show that the function is a kind of “a pattern”, “a standard”, “an ideal model” of the system’s work, in particular, of the constitutional mechanism of state power, and therefore, it must be, on the one hand, differentiated from the goals and tasks that face the system, and on the other hand – from the real, actual activity of its institutions (competences). When determining the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, it must be assumed that, firstly, the functions are the directions of influence of a certain socially significant phenomenon or circumstance on certain legal relations, and secondly, the functions are the activity of certain subjects of the constitutional mechanism of state power within the limits of the powers specified in the Constitution and laws; thirdly, functions reflect the essence of the phenomenon, its purpose and patterns of development. The theory of functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power should proceed from the social purpose of the state, its tasks and goals, the legislation of Ukraine, as well as the experience of practical activity of the state apparatus and the achievement of scientific opinion in the field of constitutional law and a number of theoretical and applied legal sciences. Actually the system of functions of the state determines the need to study the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, but if the functions of the state are the directions of influence on public relations, then the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power are the directions of the state functions within the competence of individual institutions that make up the structure of the constitutional mechanism of the state power.

On the basis of this research, the author comes to the conclusion that the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power should be defined as the directions of activity of the subjects of the constitutional mechanism of state power within the competence defined in the Constitution and laws aimed at achieving the goals and tasks of the state.
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1. Introduction

Contemporary understanding of functions is an important component of the study of the constitutional mechanism of state power. It is obvious that functionality is the most essential aspect of any organization (Setrov, 1972), because in the general theory of systems of function they are one of the main characteristics of the essence of the object under consideration (Afanasiev, 1981). Namely in the functions the essential properties of the constitutional mechanism of state power as the centralizing power of society and the macro-regulator of social relations are reflected. It expresses the will of the vast majority of the population, while being realized through a legal system that exerts significant regulatory and ordering influence on political, economic and social life of society, social groups and individuals.

An analysis of the source base of the study revealed the existence of a significant scientific heritage, based on the work of both classics and modern researchers of problems of state power and statehood not only in the field of law, but also of political science, philosophy, history, sociology, as well as practitioners who have been working on this issue in different times. The first most complete and consistent conceptual justification and expression of the idea of state power and the evolution of statehood were presented in the works of such bright thinkers as Shang Yang, Confucius, Aristotle, Democritus, Plato, Cicero, Socrates, supplemented by such representatives of the Renaissance, like N. Machiavelli, J.-J. Rousseau, T. Hobbes, J. Locke, I. Kant, J.-G. Fichte, G. Hegel, T. Campanella, C.-L. Montesquieu, T. More, A. Schopenhauer, V. Pareto, R. Michels, F. Nietzsche, G. Mosca, G. Jellinek, R. Dahl, L. Duguit, K. Marx, F. Engels, V. Lenin, M. Weber, B. Russell, T. Parsons, M. Foucault and others, whose theories and conceptual approaches were later formed into separate specific scientific schools and research approaches.

So, since the 50s of the twentieth century the amount of literature on state power and the institutions of statehood is growing sharply. Substantial contributions to the development of concepts of power have been made by R. Berstedt, P. Blau, D. Cartwright, S. Clegg, N. Luhmann, F. Oppenheimer, D. Wrong and others. The problems of organization and functioning of state power and its institutions, its unity and division are presented in the works of many authoritative domestic researchers of the early twentieth century and scientists of pre-revolutionary Russia, in particular A. S. Alekseev, O. O. Alekseev, V. M. Hessen, V. F. Deriuzychinskyi, A. I. Yelistratov, V. V. Ivanovskyi, I. A. Ilin, M. M. Kovalevskyi, F. F. Kokoshkin, M. M. Korakunov, S. A. Kotsiarevskyi, M. I. Lazarevskyi, S. A. Muromtsev, M. I. Pahlenko, I. T. Tarasov, B. M. Chycherin, G. F. Shershenyvych, A. S. Yashchenko and others. Soviet science has also accumulated considerable conceptual experience in the study of state power and problems of statehood. In particular, it is possible to distinguish the works of R. P. Aleksiuk, V. M. Amlin, M. Yo. Baitin, M. M. Keizerov, A. J. Kim, V. G. Lediaiev, O. O. Luzan, V. B. Pastukhov, M. M. Stepanov, Yu. O. Tykhomyrov, V. L. Usachev, Ye. I. Farber, V. V. Tsveikov, V. Ye. Chyrkin, L. P. Yuzkov and others.


2. Retrospective of function in various fields of social sciences

In modern constitutional law science there is a theoretical connection between the existing concepts of state genesis and the so-called classical concepts of state, state power, constitutional mechanism of state power, which have been elaborated in the theory of law and other specialized studies. A brief overview of the relevant literary sources makes it clear that the relevant legal literature on this issue provides a synthesis...
of positivist and Marxist ideas, reflecting both basic ideas about the structure, attributes and functions, and the types and kinds of state. Generally presented concepts in the theory of the state and law represent a paradigm of understanding state power, based on three sources of its constitution: social and public (sociologism); institutional and legal (normativism and etatism) and moral value (ethical axiologism – ethicism). The problem is the theoretical and cognitive necessity to establish the relation between sociologism, etatism and ethicism in different state scientific concepts.

In order to study and define the system of functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, it is first and foremost necessary to consider the semantics of this legal category. The study of scientific literature convincingly shows that the term “function” is multi-dimensional; it is suitable for characterization of any dynamic structures (Onischenko, 2002). This is due to the specific cognitive tasks of those sciences where it is applied. Like many other concepts in social science, the concept of “function” is not purely a legal or political notion while being used in various fields of knowledge and being characterized by the coverage of properties that are selected depending on the specifics of the field of science.

In the process of development of the theory of functions and the process of systems’ functioning in different branches of social sciences, there is a search for new concepts and qualitatively updated models of organization, which require appropriate analysis and synthesis of knowledge, achievements and integration of socio-humanitarian knowledge, use of a wide factual base of relevant specialized legal researches, etc.

For the first time, the concept of “function” was put into use in mathematics (Vynogradov, 1985) and was interpreted as implementation of actions over quantities. The evolution of the concept of “function”, namely the basic stages of the formation of the idea of function, coincides with the periodization in mathematics and science in general. Natural and scientific basis of the concept of “function” goes back to antiquity, and in the XVII century the concept of function in science is first brought into use in the writings of Descartes and Fermat. The term “function” was first presented in scientific meaning by the German mathematician and philosopher G. Leibnitz, who used the term to name various parameters related to the position of a point on a plane; the term was introduced into everyday language by the Swiss mathematician I. Bernoulli (Prokhorov, 1987).

Subsequently, the concept of “function” became part of the conceptual apparatus of many social sciences, physics (Prokhorov, 1983), medicine (Prokhorov, 1996), psychology (Platonov, 1982) and others. Borrowing categorical concepts in a particular scientific field is an objective phenomenon. In addition, the meaning of such a term can be significantly different from the original and have a different content load in a specific field of scientific knowledge.

The term “function” comes from Lat. *functionio* and means realization, execution, accomplishment – a way of doing a thing or an element of the system, aimed at achieving a certain effect (Shynkaruk, 1986). In an explanatory dictionary, the term “function” is defined, firstly, as the work performed by an organ or organism; secondly, as a duty, the scope of activities, the purpose, the role (Lopatina, 1990). Thus, the term “function” means not merely the execution or realization (Kubko, 1997), not only the “internal capacity for certain actions” or “the work of someone, something, the scope of activity of someone, something” (Busel, 2001), but also the fact that this process is always considered in terms of the external manifestation of the qualities of the object under study within a certain system of relations (Skrypniuk, 2005).

In the specialized literature, function means “the external manifestation of the qualities of any object in the system of relations”; “certain processes carried out by the system as a whole”; “the result of any social action and process”; “directions of influence of the system on the reality, which reflects its (system’s) essence, role, patterns of development and social purpose”; “the role played by a particular object” (Kartashov, 2009); social purpose (“proper”) and practical activities for the implementation of social purpose (“essence”) (Hlebov, 1999). However, these opinions are not exhaustive, as other views on the concept of “function” are analyzed in detail in the literature.
Some researchers define functions as goals and tasks (Hurne, 1969; Kutsenko, 1972). Thus, these concepts cannot be considered identical, although they are closely related. So, the goal is what you want to accomplish, something you need to complete. In philosophy, this concept is defined as “the ideal image of the desired result, which is constructed by consciousness and is a prerequisite for real operations to achieve the intended” (Momdzhian, 1997). In turn, the task needs execution, solution. Goals and tasks determine the presence and existence of certain functions, their specific content.

L. R. Nalyvaiko (2009) points to the ambiguity of the category “function” and emphasizes that it can be applied to any system: social, technical, biological, etc. The structure of any system is determined by its functions. Irrespective to functions, it is impossible to talk about the expediency and effectiveness of the structure of an object. Change of functions leads to a change in structure that is why the functional method of cognition is always primary compared to the structural method. There is an optimal structure for a certain set of functions, so the effectiveness, for example, of any social organization depends directly on the clarity and accuracy of the detection of its functions.

Considering different views on the meaning of the concept of the category “function”, it is possible to conclude that “function” is a kind of “a pattern”, “standard”, “ideal model” of the system (in this case, the constitutional mechanism of state power), and therefore it should be distinguished, on the one hand, from the goals and tasks that the system faces and, on the other hand, from the real, actual activity of its institutions (competences). However, in practice, systems often deviate from their functions for one reason or another. Therefore, when defining the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, it must be assumed that, firstly, the functions are the directions of influence of a certain socially significant phenomenon or circumstance on certain legal relationships, and secondly, the functions are the activity of certain subjects of the constitutional mechanism of the state authorities within the powers specified in the Constitution and laws; thirdly, functions reflect the essence of the phenomenon, its purpose and patterns of development.

3. Definition of the concept of functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power

In jurisprudence, the term “functions” is used to refer to various spheres of legal organization and activity (for example, such as “functions of law”, “functions of state”, “functions of state power”, “functions of constitution”, “functions of parliament”, “functions of the judiciary” etc.). Investigation of the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power must be carried out through the prism of defining “functions of the state”, “functions of state power” and “functions of law”, because in many ways there are similarities in their definition, but there are nevertheless some differences.

In our opinion, the theory of functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power should proceed from the social purpose of the state, its tasks and goals, the legislation of Ukraine, and also the experience of practical activity of the state apparatus and the achievement of scientific opinion in the field of constitutional law and a number of theoretical and applied legal sciences.

In ancient times, two functions of the state were distinguished – provision of the common weal and exercising organized coercion. Specific historical circumstances of the development of society determined domination of the particular approach in the political thought (Chyrkin, 1994). It is natural, therefore, that at the stage of development of capitalism, when society had a distinct class structure, when antagonistic class contradictions existed in it, the doctrine of class struggle was formed as the basis of ideas about the state and law. Under such conditions, it was historically justified. But it is unlikely that this doctrine can be the basis for the study and construction of modern state and law, when new conditions in society emerged, in particular:

a) society is devoid of clearly defined classes, and a complex and branched social structure exists;

b) social contradictions are no longer antagonistic, and therefore organized by the state violence against large social groups loses its relevance;

c) the level of material prosperity provides an opportunity for the wider population to live a standard of living consistent with modern ideas about human dignity.
Thus, such studies require an analysis of historical conditions, trends and dynamics of their development. The modern period of human development is characterized by the fact that its purpose is comprehensive development of a man, provision of conditions for his life, rights and freedoms. Reality is imbued with ideas of humanism, the priority of universal values. All this is reflected in modern most developed countries – legal, democratic, socially oriented.

The state does not fully merge with society, does not dissolve in it, it is an organization that is in a way separated, institutionalized in the form of a mechanism of the state (state system), has its own laws of formation, functioning and development, special needs and interests. Therefore, the study of the characteristics of the state must be carried out both in terms of the unity of the state and society, and their separation. A methodological approach to such an analysis of the concept, essence and purpose of the state is the interpretation of the state as a particular form of organization of society; the form which is its internal organization, the structure of social relations, the means of ordering them and ensuring their smooth existence. And in the external aspect, it unites society in the form of territory, individuals and their associations, state officials and bodies, laws and other legal documents (Kovalenko, 1994).

In understanding the essence, attributes, functions of the state and the mechanism of state power in the legal literature, there are three paradigms: sociologism, normativism (etatism) and axiologism (ethicism).

In the modern domestic legal literature, there are no complete studies of the phenomenon of the mechanism of state power, and the question of the definition and classification of its functions is poorly understood. This state of affairs is conditioned by the formation of a model of Ukrainian constitutionalism and determines the particular relevance of this problem. The theory of the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power should proceed from the social purpose of the state, its goals and tasks, legislation, as well as the experience of practical activity of the state apparatus and the achievement of scientific opinion in the field of constitutional law and a number of theoretical and applied legal sciences. Actually the system of functions of the state determines the necessity to study the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power, but if the functions of the state are the directions of influence on public relations, then the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power are namely the directions of the state functions within the competence of individual institutions that make up the structure of the constitutional mechanism of state power.

V. B. Averianov (2004), relying on the methodology of general systems theory, stated the polysemaniticity of the concept of “function”, which in Latin means “fulfillment”. However, the researcher did not consider such a definition trivial, and we completely support this idea. The researcher considered function as a way of manifesting the activity of the system, stable active relationships in which changes of some objects lead to changes of others, which, according to the researcher, could mean “ability to activity and the activity itself, role, quality, meaning, task, dependence of one value on another, etc.” V. B. Averianov (2004) thus distinguishes two characteristic dimensions of functions of state power – the potential and the real. A potential dimension of a function refers to the ability to implement a particular activity, whereas a real dimension refers to the direct implementation of that activity.

One of the representatives of social systemology Yu.P. Surmin (2003), who, in his research, uses the concept of function, draws attention to the polysemantincity of the concept, understanding the function as a direction of the activity of the system and relates to it “firstly, the effect of the system and its response to the environment; secondly, the multiple states of the outputs of the system, therefore, explicit manifestations of its activity; thirdly, in a descriptive approach to a function, it acts as a property of a system that is expanding in dynamics; fourthly, as a process of achieving the goal by the system; fifthly, as concerted between the elements actions in terms of realization of the system as a whole; sixthly, as a trajectory of a system’s motion, which can be described by mathematical dependence, by a formula that binds dependent and independent variables of the system”.

In his dissertation O. V. Batanov (2011) also states the reasonableness to apply the analysis
of the state's functions in the context of system-functional approach, which should be supported in the aspect of the fact that conceptual analysis of constitutional and legal phenomena would be incomplete, static without clarifying the functional aspects of the state power. Systematic and structural analysis, while being universal in nature, does not cover all the general scientific methods of the cognition of the state power and the constitutional mechanism, which also require functional characterization, “since the immanent quality of any system along with its origin and development is its functioning”.

Most scientists propose to understand the function of the state not only as a direction, but also as a “aspect of activity”. Thus, M. V. Chornoholovkin (1970) combines in the concept of functions both the direction and the “aspect of activity” of the state to solve the historical problems that appear at the basic stages of development. According to M. V. Chornoholovkin (1970), the positive of this definition is that it delimits the ability and possibility of the state to certain activities, which is objectively necessary direction of activity and active implementation of this ability, in other words – parties in practical activity.

This approach, for all its methodological value, has given rise to a new flaw in the scientific understanding of the category of “function of the state”. Trying to define the functions of the state through the concept of “ability for activity” is unlikely to be productive, although in this approach, as in all others, there is some rational grain. The fact is that some scientists, such as L. I. Zahainov (1968) and M. V. Chornoholovkin (1970), considered that it is possible to solve the problem of defining the concept of “function of the state” taking into account the dualistic character of its nature: on the one hand, it is the ability for certain activity (potential), and on the other hand it is the realization of this ability (realization of potential). This solution enables to combine in the concept of “function of the state” the potential moment and the real activity of the state. Such dualism, in their view, should be reflected in the definition of this concept. Formulating it, L.I. Zahainov (1968) and M.V. Chornoholovkin (1970) reflect both points, defining the function of the state both as a direction and as an aspect of the state activity.

According to current researchers, this approach raises some serious observations. On the one hand, it is not clear what the fundamental difference between the directions and aspects of the state's activity is, and on the other hand there is a dispute in the legal literature about which of these concepts makes it possible to differentiate the functions of the state from its activity. Thus, approving that the function of the state has a dual nature, M. V. Zhyhulenkov (2002) reflects this point in defining state functions in a different way, treating them as “the ability for activity implemented by the state”.

According to V.V. Zatonskyi (2006) such decision does not solve the problem. After all, if we consider the function of its ability for activity (especially the one that is only being realized), the question naturally arises: what to do with the situations when we evaluate the state as weak, inefficient, unable to solve the essential tasks of society's development? Does such a state have no functions? It gives the impression that the ability to act is a qualitative characteristic of the state, but not its function. This may be a condition for effective implementation of the function, but not the function itself.

In modern domestic legal science we can find definitions of the functions of the state as the main (general) and permanent directions (types) of its activities, which are implemented in certain forms, by means of special methods, are of complex (synthesizing), subject-political and objective character, with clearly defined content and its object of influence, they reflect and specify the essence, tasks, social purpose and goals of the state (Bermicheva, 2002).

M. Yo. Baitin (1979) defines the functions of the state as “directions (and parties) of its activity, in which its class essence, official role, tasks, goals, regularities of development are expressed and specified”. The author emphasized that this definition of the functions of the state has received the greatest recognition in science. In general, it does not contradict the generally accepted understanding of the functions of the state, although it contains a lot of new things. It draws attention to the understanding of the functions of the state as the directions of its activity, rather than the main directions, what is difficult to agree with. After all, certain phenomena, such as goals, tasks of the state, are also directions of
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its activity, which are “expressed and specified” in its functions. So, as V. F. Pohorilko (1986) rightly considered that the functions of the state are the main directions in all its activities.

Another scientist, M. V. Novikov (2008), in defining the notion of the functions of law, notes that they characterize both the purpose of law and the direction of its influence on social relations; and at the same time considers that the function in its essence is the specification of tasks and the manifestation of the role of law in a certain period.

Given that the state is a social organization of the people living on its territory, united by state power, P. V. Onopenko (2005) also tries to give his own definition of the functions of the state. In his opinion, they are homogeneous, stable directions of the state’s activity which purpose is to meet the needs objectively conditioned by the state and the essence of state power.

The scientist S. K. Mohil (2003) proceeds from the conceptual idea that the main tasks and goals of the state at different stages of its development are stipulated by the economic, political, social and other conditions of its existence and determine the main directions of its activity that is the functions of the state. The exercise of the state functions, as the researcher notes, occurs constantly, systematically, throughout the entire existence of the state. In doing so, the functions of the state emerge, are exercised and evolve according to the tasks that should be solved by the state in specific historical conditions.

Rather original is the position of V. M. Temchenko (2003), who believes that the functions of the state should be understood as the historically predetermined basic directions of its activity in ensuring the fundamental rights, freedoms, conditions of fulfillment of the duties of a person and citizen, in which the subject and content of the activity of the state are reflected and specified, its essence and social purpose are revealed.

A. M. Loshchikhin (2010) insists on the social nature of the state, he proposes to define the functions of the state as cardinal, permanent directions and types (aspects) of the state’s activity, determined by the objective needs of social development in terms of its internal and external tasks, in which its essence and social purpose are expressed and specified.

L. A. Morozova’s (2002) position is also worth paying attention to. She treats the functions of the state as “a special mechanism of state influence on social processes and relations that determine (the mechanism) the main directions and content of its activities in the management of society”. She substantiates her position by the fact that, while performing certain functions in certain spheres of society, the state simultaneously, through reforms, various transformations, legal regulation of social relations influences the condition of social processes. Exercising specific functions can stabilize the conditions of social development, creatively influence it, and exacerbate its crisis (Morozova, 2002). We believe that to define the functions of the state as “a special mechanism of state influence on social processes and relations” is not quite correct; it is more peculiar to characterizing the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power. But despite the debatable character of the inclusion to the concept of the functions of the state mechanism for their implementation, we note that such point of view exists in modern legal science.

N. Pelykh (2005) defines the functions of the state due to the activity of the state apparatus. She thinks them to be the main directions of its activity; they determine the work of the entire state apparatus and each of its separate bodies.

V. Ya. Liubashyts (2002) describes the functions of the state as the main directions of its activity in the management of society, including the mechanism of state influence on the development of social processes in which its essence and social purpose are expressed.

In contrast to the stated positions O. M. Loschykhin (2010) believes that the function of the state is neither the process, nor the activity, it is the basis, the nature of state activity. A strong effective state is rigidly functional, that is, its entire activity is the practical realization of its functions (only its own, state ones and not others). The scientist notes that “the state has never undertaken, does not undertake, cannot and should not undertake full duties for solving all the tasks facing the society and its political system at every specific historical moment, and, of course, be responsible for all functions performed by society and its political system. The state is one of the elements (subjects, constitu-
ents) of the political system of society, and its functions are an integral part of the functioning of the political system and society as a whole. Such a statement is highly controversial, since if the state cannot assume the tasks that society faces, then who has to fulfill them and what the state's mission is? But if to treat the functions as an ideal model of the system, then we can say that the state should seek to implement them fully.

Further research also requires a distinction between notions “function” and “functioning”. Although the terms are closely related semantically (therefore often used as synonyms), these categories reflect different legal phenomena. The concept of “function” expresses the main directions of influence of a certain phenomenon, impact of the system on social relations, characterizing the social role, realization of certain tasks in accordance with social purpose.

The position expressed by N. M. Onishchenko (2002) can be completely concurred with. She states that “the system of functions is always connected with the system of tasks that are assigned to the investigated phenomenon, and the function is the evolutionary ability of the system to certain activity, whereas functioning is a sign of the activity itself, the process of realization of this ability in a particular environment”.

If “function” is a complex concept in the sense that it reflects not only the present but also the future (purpose, task, target), then “functioning” reflects the action of law only in the context of modern conditions, the present time period, unless otherwise specified.

4. Conclusions

Summarizing the stated scientific and theoretical positions of scientists, we believe that in order to characterize the analyzed legal phenomenon, we should use an activity approach to understanding the functions. Thus, we propose to define the functions of the constitutional mechanism of state power as the directions of activity of subjects of the constitutional mechanism of state power within the competence determined in the Constitution and laws aimed at achieving the goals and tasks of the state. This particular approach is able to reflect the specifics of the functioning of the constitutional mechanism of state power as a whole.
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Анотація
Метою даної роботи є визначення поняття функцій конституційного механізму державної влади через дослідження доктринарних позицій функції у різних галузях суспільних наук.

Методологія дослідження функцій конституційного механізму державної влади складають методи літиння, виявлення та розроблення філософії, історією, соціологію, теорію права і держави, галузевими юридичними науками та здійснюються практикою. Так, роль історичного методу у дослідження функцій конституційного механізму державної влади, окрім пізнання природи виникнення і розвитку, полягає у забезпеченні систематичного вивчення еволюції даної категорії. Семантичний метод було зastosовано для з'ясування змісту терміну „функція”, її наукового та практичного значення, можливості застосування в конституційному праві для позначення таких правових категорій як „конституційний механізм державної влади."
Метод порівняльного аналізу застосовувався для розкриття загального в таких поняттях як «функції», «цілі» та «завдання».

Результати дослідження показують, що функцією є своєрідний «взірець», «еталон», «ідеальна модель» роботи системи, зокрема конституційного механізму державної влади, а отже, її необхідно, з одного боку, відрізняти від цілей і завдань, які постають перед системою, а з іншого – від реальної, фактичної діяльності її інститутів (компетенції). При визначенні функцій конституційного механізму державної влади слід виходити з того, що, по-перше, функції – це напрямки впливу певного соціально значущого явища чи обставини на певні правовідносини, по-друге, функції – це діяльність окремих суб'єктів конституційного механізму державної влади в межах повноважень, визначених у Конституції та законах; по-трете, функції відображають сутність явища, його призначення та закономірності розвитку. Теорія функцій конституційного механізму державної влади має виходити з соціального призначення держави, її завдань та цілей, законодавства України, а також враховувати досвід практичної діяльності державного апарату та досягнення наукової думки у галузі конституційного права та інші теоретичних та прикладних юридичних наук. Саме система функцій держави дeterminізує необхідність дослідження функцій конституційного механізму державної влади, але якщо функції держави є напрямами впливу на суспільні відносини, то функції конституційного механізму державної влади є фактично напрямами реалізації функцій держави в межах компетенції окремих інститутів, що складають структуру конституційного механізму державної влади.

На підставі даного дослідження, автор доходить до висновків, що функції конституційного механізму державної влади визначати як напрямами діяльності суб'єктів конституційного механізму державної влади в межах компетенції визначеної в Конституції та законах, що спрямовані на досягнення цілей і завдань держави.
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